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because people are
not made to standard
specifications...

The heavy-duty solution to accommodate
the larger user

The adapt® 700 has an asynchronous
pelvic tilt mechanism, this allows you to
adjust the backrest angle and the seat tilt
independently of each other

Standard features are an inflatable lumbar
support, a memory foam seat pad and a
heavy-duty, polished aluminium base
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Inflatable Thoracic
Support

Head and neck
supports

Made-to-measure seat

Made-to-measure
back rest

Coccyx comfort zones

adaptations™

To make sure your adapt®700 chair suits you perfectly, the
following options are available:

®
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Ergochair can source a highly versatile
range of fabric and colour options to suit
your specific needs - talk to us for more
details.

fabricoptions

designed
you

We are proud to say we are the only company in the
UK who ‘can cut a chair to fit the person’ Designed
specifically to your proportions, just how you’ll like it.

See separate Adaptations™ brochure for the full range.

 The adapt®700

…The stylish solution for
heavy duty use

...neither are our chairs

adapt® 700

Seat height
adjustment
500 - 620 mm

Inflatable thigh
supports

Internal sprung seat

Rotating arms

Height and width
adjustable arms

Hand-made
      in the UK by

   craftsmen

adapt® 700 is tested to a 190 kg / 30 stone weight limit
Design and specifications are subject to change without notice

Size Ranges Min Max

Seat Width 620 mm

Seat Depth 420 mm * 570 mm

Seat Height 500 mm 620 mm

Back Height 600 mm 660 mm

Back Width 560 mm

* min depth possible when made-to-measure


